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1. 
Throughout the following a space is a Hausdorff topological space and a map is a 
continuous function. A linearly ordered space is a space (X, e), where X is a linearly 
ordered set and the family 
{(~i9,14EX}U{(p,~)IpEX} 
is a subbase for the topology 8 on X, where, for each q E X, 
(+,q) = {x E X I z < Q}> 
and, for each p E X, 
(PI +) = {x E X I 3: > P}. 
A generalized ordered space is a subspace of a linearly ordered space. A space X is 
monotonically normal iff there is a function H which assigns to each pair (A, B) of 
closed disjoint subsets of X an open set H(A, B) such that 
AcH(A,B)cH(A,B)cX\B, 
and, if (A’, B’) is a pair of disjoint closed subsets of X such that A & A’ and B > B’, 
then 
H(A, B) c H(A’, B’). 
Generalized ordered spaces are monotonically normal (see [6]). 
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Definition 1.1. Let IA = {U, 1 cy E K} be an open cover of a space X. A family 
V = {V, ( Q E K} of open subsets of X is a shrinking of U iff V covers X and for each 
cy E I‘& V, c u,. 
Definition 1.2. A space X is n-shrinking iff its every open cover of cardinality < K has 
a shrinking. X is shrinking iff X is K-shrinking for every K. 
Note that a space is normal iff its every finite open cover has a shrinking. A space 
is normal and countably paracompact iff its every countable open cover has a shrink- 
ing. It is known that every point finite open cover of a normal space has a shrinking. 
Hence, every paracompact space is shrinking. Perfect preimages of paracompact spaces 
are paracompact. 
A generalized ordered space is not paracompact iff it has a closed subset homeomorphic 
to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal (see [4]). The same holds for the 
more general class of monotonically normal spaces (see [ 11). Generalized ordered spaces 
are shrinking (see [6]), and it was shown in [l] that monotonically normal spaces are 
shrinking. Perfect preimages of shrinking spaces need not be normal. 
In [2] it was asked whether a normal perfect preimage of a shrinking space is shrinking. 
In Section 2 it is shown that every normal perfect preimage of a shrinking space is 
WI -shrinking. 
In Section 3 it is shown that every normal perfect preimage of a monotonically normal 
space is shrinking. 
All undefined notions can be found in [3,5]. 
2. 
It is shown in this section that a Kc,-paracompact perfect preimage of a shrinking space 
is K+-shrinking. 
Definition 2.1. Let 24 = {U, / a E K} be an open cover of a space X. A family 
I/ = {V, ( CY E K} of open subsets of X is a partial shrinking of U iff for each (Y E K, 
V, c u,. 
Theorem 2.2. Let Z be a perfect preimage qf a shrinking space X. If Z is K- 
paracompact, then it is K+-shrinking. 
Proof. Let p: 2 + X be a perfect map of the space Z onto a shrinking space X. Let 
U = {U, 1 CY E K+} be an open cover of Z. 
For S E [K+]<~ let Us = lJcYES U,, and let 24’ = {Us 1 S E [K+]<“} be the closure 
of U with respect to finite unions. 
As the map p is perfect, 
P#(U’) = {P#(US) I s E ,K+l<w> 
169 
is an open cover of the shrinking space X, where, for each S E [K+]<~, 
PVJ.9) = X \ P(Z \ Us). 
Let {b’s / S E [K+]<~} b e a shrinking of p#(U’). Then, for each S E [K+]<~, 
p-V..) 5 p-‘(JG) c P-l (PVZS)) c: us. 
Hence, {p-‘(Vs) 1 S E [K+]‘“} IS a shrinking of U’. For each S E [n+liw, 
p-‘(V/s) c us = u u*. 
aES 
Since p-i (v&s) is a closed subset of the normal space 2, its finite open cover {Uol / a E 
S} can be shrunk to {V,” 1 cy E S}. 
The idea in obtaining a shrinking V of Z4 is to extract a subfamily d 2 [K+]<~ such 
that {p-I(&) 1 S E A} covers 2 and so that, for each (Y E K+, U, is shrunk to a V,” 
for at most K many S E A. Consider the open cover 
{P#(US) I s c [K’y} = (J {P”(US) I s E [K+F”} 
71GW 
of X. 
Case 1, There is an n E N such that {#(US) / S E [K+]<‘~} covers the space X. Let 
n E N be least such that {p”(Us) j S E [K+]<“} covers X, but that there is no shrinking 
of the open cover ZA of 2. 
If n = 1, then the family {p”(U,) I a E K+} covers the shrinking space X. Let 
{V, / a E K+} be a shrinking of {p#(U,) I a E K+}. Then, for each CE E K+ 
p-‘(K) c p-‘(E) c P-‘(P”(G)) c UL?, 
hence {p-‘(Va) 1 cy E K+} is a shrinking of U. So, suppose that n E N is such that 
n> 1. 
Since the space 2 is K-paracompact, in order to get a shrinking of U, it is enough to 
show (see [2]) that there is an open cover of 2 of the form {V, I (Y E K+ and p E K} 
such that, for each cy E K+ and each /? E 6, VP, C U,. 
Let {ye 1 S E [K+]~“} b e a shrinking of the open cover {p”(Us) I S E [PC,+]““} of 
the shrinking space X. 
Order the elements of each S E [K + Gn increasingly. Then, for each S E [K+]<“, ] 
s = T u {cy} 
for some T E [K+]G”--I with its elements ordered increasingly, and for some Q E IE+ 
such that supT < (Y. If S E [K + Gn-‘, then T = S and CY = SUPT. For each S E [K+]““, ] 
p-‘(Vs) c p-‘(l/s) c p-i (P#(US)) c us. 
But then, as S = T U {a}, for some T E [K+]<~-’ and some a E K+ such that 
supT < (Y, it follows that 
P-‘(7s) c US = UT”(a) = UT u UCY 
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Since p-l (v’s) is a closed subset of the normal space 2, the finite open cover {UT, Ua} 
of p-l (VS) can be shrunk to {VF”‘a), V~U{al}. 
Let 
H=Z\ ( U TE [n+] Gn-’ U supT<a puta} a > 
Note that H is rc-paracompact as a closed subset of the K-paracompact space 2. The 
restriction of the perfect map p to H 
P t H:H+p(H) 
is perfect. 
Consider {U, 1 a E K+} as an open cover of H. Let zr E p(H). Since {L’s 1 5’ E 
[K+]~“} covers X, there is an S E [K+]<~ such that x E Vs. But then, 5’ = T U {a}, 
for some T E [K+] Gn-’ and some (IY E K+ such that sup T < a, and so, 
p-‘(x) c +(I+‘) = n-’ (T/T”++) c $?I u v,Tu’“‘. 
If supT = IY, then 
p-‘(2) c v~“‘“’ u v,T”+l c UT u u, = i&. 
If supT < CY, then, as H = Z \ ( UTE~n+~~n-l lJsupTca VCFa’), 
p-‘(z) n H n V,TU+) = 0. 
Hence, 
(p 1 H)-‘(x) = p-‘(z) fl H C VP’“’ C UT. 
Therefore, the collection {#(UT) 1 T E [K+]<“-‘} covers the subset p(H) of X. 
But then, by the induction hypothesis, there is a partial shrinking {IV, 1 a E K+} of 
U = {U, ( (Y E K+} covering H. Then, the family 
I/ = { VV, 1 (Y E K’} u { VzU{a} j T E [K+]~+ and LY E K+ \ sup T} 
is an open cover of 2 such that, for each o E K+, m, C U,, and, for each T E [K+]<~-’ 
and each (Y E K+ \ sup T, ~~“‘,1’ C U,. 
For each LY E K+, let 
Note that, for each CY E K+, 
I{T E [/c+]+-’ ( supT < o}I < ([QI]+-~] < K 
So, for each CY E K+, enumerate {T E [K+]<~-’ I supT < a} as {Tp” 1 /3 E K\ (0)). 
Hence, for each T E [K+]<*--I such that sup T < N, T U {a} = T; U {a}, for some 
,D E K \ (0). Let 
pl{“} = VT;“{4 
Q a = v$ 
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Therefore, 
~={V~~CYE~~}U{V~~~~~EIC~~~~~EIF\{O}} 
= { Vt 1 cx E K+ and p E K} 
is an open cover of Z such that, for each N E K’ and each ,D E 6, vt 2 U,. 
Cuse 2. There is no n E W such that {#(Us) 1 S E [K+]<~} covers X. In order to 
get a shrinking of the open cover 24 = {Ucy 1 cy E K’} of the space 2, it is enough to 
show (see [2]) that there is an open cover of 2 of the form {V,lL ) CI E K+ and n E N} 
such that, for each o E K+ and each n E N, VE C U,. Since the collection 
{P”(Ks) I s E ,~+I--} = (J {A” I s E [,+I+} 
nEN 
is an open cover of the shrinking space X, let, for each n E N, 
W,, = u {p#(Vs) / s E [e+]+}. 
Then, {W,, 1 n E N} is an open cover of the shrinking space X. Let (0, / n E W} 
be a shrinking of {W,, 1 r~ E IV}. 
But then, for each n E N, s,, is covered by {#(Us) 1 S E [K+]<‘“}. 
Note that, for each n t N, p-‘(oll) is Kc-paracompact as a closed subset of the IF- 
paracompact space 2. For each n E N, the restriction of the perfect map p to the subspace 
P_’ (07,) 
P t p-‘(al) :P-yaJ --f a, 
is perfect. 
It follows from Case 1 that, for each n E IY, there is a partial shrinking {V$ I CY E K+} 
of U = {l/, I CP E K’} covering p-I (On). But then, as 2 = lJnEwp-‘(On), the family 
{VZ 1 a! E R+ and n E NJ) is an open cover of Z such that, for each cy E K+ and each 
n E RI, Vz C U,. 0 
Corollary 2.3. Let Z be a peqect preimage of a shrinking space X. If Z is normal, then 
it is WI -shrinking. 
Proof. A perfect preimage of a countably paracompact space is countably paracom- 
pact. 0 
3. 
It is shown in this section that a normal perfect preimage of a generalized ordered space 
is shrinking. This is then used to show that a normal perfect preimage of a monotonically 
normal space is shrinking. 
The following method from [6] of decomposing a generalized ordered space into 
pairwise disjoint convex clopen pieces is used in the proof below. 
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Lemma 3.1 (Bennett). Let W be u cover of a generalized ordered space X consisting 
of convex open sets. 
For a point q E X and n E w define 
SO(Q) = (41, 
&+1(Q) = IJ {w E W I w n G(q) # S}. 
Let 
S(9) = u G(9). 
nEw 
Then, for each q E X, S(q) 1s an open convex subset of X, andfor any p, q E X, either 
S(p) = S(q) or S(p) n S(q) = 0. F or each q E X, there exist sequences (xi 1 i E w) 
and (yz ] i E w) in S(q), finite or infinite, such that 
20 = 4 = yo, 
and, for each i E w, 
xi+1 < xi and yi < Y~+I, 
xi+1 4 SI(G) and Y~+I $ SI(Y~), 
S&G) nS~(xi+~) # 0 f SI(Y,) ~WY~+~), 
and 
S(9) = u Sl (Xi) u u Sl (Yi). 
iEw iEW 
Lemma 3.2 (Bennett). With notation as above, if the sequence (yi 1 i E w) in S(q), for 
q E X, is infinite, then there is a subcollection of W which covers [q, +) n S(q) and is 
locally finite in X, and [f the sequence (vi 1 i E w) is finite, with last term yn, for some 
n E w, then there is a finite subcollection of W which covers [q, ~~~1, and 
[Y,, +) n SI (Y,) = [Y,,, +) n SW 
Analogous statements hold about the sequence (xi I i E w). 
Lemma 3.3 (Engelking, Lutzer). With notation as above, for each q E X, either there 
is a locally finite open refinement of W covering S(q) or there is closed subset F of 
S(q) which is homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardi- 
nal. 
Proof. Let q E X and consider the sequence (yi I i E w) in [q, -+) n S(q). 
If the sequence (yi ) i E w) is infinite, then, by Lemma 3.2, there is a locally finite 
subcollection of W covering [q, +) n S(q). 
If the sequence (yi ] i E w) is finite, with last term yn, for some n E w, then, by 
Lemma 3.2, [q,vln] is covered by a finite subcollection of W. If yn < sups(q), then 
(see [4] or [3, 5.5.221) either there is a locally finite open refinement of W covering 
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[yn, sup S(q)) or [yn, sup S(4)) contains a closed subset F homeomorphic to a stationary 
subset of a regular uncountable cardinal. 
Analogous statements hold about (t , q] n S(q). 0 
Theorem 3.4. Let Z be a pegect preimage of a generalized ordered space X. If Z is 
normal, then it is shrinking. 
Proof. Let p : Z + X be a perfect map of the normal space Z onto a generalized ordered 
space X. Let 1A = {Ua 1 N E p} be an open cover of Z. 
For each S E [p]‘” let Us = UaES U,, and let l4’ = {Us 1 S E [p] ‘“} be the 
closure of U with respect to finite unions. 
As the map p is perfect, 
PV4’) = {P”C%) I s E WW} 
is an open cover of the generalized ordered, hence shrinking, space X, where, for each 
s E [cl]‘“, 
P#(&) = X \ P(Z \ Us). 
Let {Vs 1 S E [plCw} b e a shrinking of p”(U’). Let W be the collection of all convex 
components of elements of {Vs 1 S E [plCw}. 
Note that W is a cover of X consisting of convex open subsets. Let {S(q) 1 q E X} 
be the decomposition of X into pairwise disjoint convex clopen subsets, as given 
in Lemma 3.1. Then, the collection {p-‘(S(q)) 1 q E X} is discrete and Z = 
UrlEX p-’ (S(4)). 
In order to get a shrinking {VO 1 cy E p} of U = (17~ I a E p}, it is enough to find, 
for each q E X, a partial shrinking {Q 1 a E p} of U covering the subspace p-‘(S(q)). 
Let q E X and consider the sequence (Yz I i E w) in [q, +) n S(q). 
If the sequence (Yi I i E w) is infinite, then, by Lemma 3.2, there is a locally finite 
subcollection of W covering [q, A-) n S(q). 
If the sequence (yi I i E w) is finite, with last term yn, for some 71 E w, then, by 
Lemma 3.2, there is a finite subcollection of W covering [q, yn]. If yTL < sup S(q), 
then, by Lemma 3.3, either there is a locally finite open refinement of W covering 
]Y1L, sup S(q))7 m which case there is a locally finite open refinement of W covering 
[q, +) f’ S(q), or there is a closed subset F of [Y,~, sup S(q)) which is homeomorphic to 
a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal. 
Suppose that there is a locally finite open refinement {Wj I fi E A} of W covering 
[4> -+) n S(q). 
For each ,O E X, fix one W = Wo in W and one S = So in [PI+ such that 
wp” c w, c vsp. 
Then, for each /3 E X, 
p-‘@Q C P-‘(&,) 2 p-‘(p#(Vsp)) C us0 = u u,. 
LYESO 
Since, for each j3’ E X, p-’ (w;j) is closed in the normal space 2, the finite open cover 
{U, / cy E Sp} of p-’ (v;,) can be shrunk to {V:” / cy E SD}. 
For each (Y E p, the family 
{p-‘(Vi) nV2 1 p E A} 
is locally finite in 2, and 
U (p-‘(IV&) nV;:‘“) g u,. 
PCX 
-s/3 
As UgEx(p-’ (mi) n V, ) is closed in the normal space 2, there is an open subset 
0: in Z such that 
U (p-‘(~~)n~S:,).O~c~::cr/,,. 
PEA 
But then, the collection (0: j o( E p} is a partial shrinking of IA = {UQ / a E p} 
covering p-‘([q, +) n S(q)). 
So, suppose that the sequence (yl. 1 i E w) is finite, with last term 1/n, for some 
n. E w, and that there is a closed subset F = {zz, 1 y E K} of [yn, +) n S(q) which is 
homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular uncountable cardinal K. 
Let IV&) = {W E W / yn E W}. 
Since [yn, -+) n S(q) = [yl,, -b) n 5’1 (yIL), it follows that, for each y E K, there is a 
W E W(~J?~) such that zy E W. So, for each y E K, fix one such IV = W, and one 
S = S, in [PI<” such that W, C VS,. 
For each y E IF., W, is convex, hence 
[Yn, zy] c w-f c vs, 
so, 
[yn, sups(q)) = u [Ym:+] c u w, c u QT. 
-YES yEh: -fen 
Consider the set {S, 1 y E K}. 
Case I. There is a yo E K such that I{? E h: / S, = S,,}l = n, i.e., one S,,, = So is 
jixedfor K many y E 6. Let A = {y t K / S, = So}. A is cofinal in K, so it follows that 
[Yn, SUP S(d) = u [Y?l > %I c Yv. 
YEA 
Then, 
P 
-I 
0 
yn,supS(q))) c p-‘(&ii) c p-‘(Vso) c_ us0 = u u,. 
c&S” 
Since P-‘([Y~, sup S(4))) 1s a closed subset of the normal space 2, its finite open cover 
{Ua I u: E So} can be shrunk to {V, / cy E So}. 
For each a: E b \ So, let V, = 8. Then, 
{xx I a! E so> u {K I o! E /L \ s”} = {V, / 0 E p} 
is a partial shrinking of L4 = {U,, 1 (1 E p} covering p-‘([~~~, sups(q))). 
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Case 2. There is no -yo E K such that I{? E K 1 S, = S,,,}] = IC, i.e., no S,, is$xed 
for IE. many y E K. Let A C K be such that 1 Al = K and such that {S, I y E A} forms 
a delta system. As A is unbounded in n, 
[YW sup S(4)) = u [Yn, +I c IJ VI,. 
TEA TEA 
For each y E A, 
P-‘([Y~J,l) 2 P_‘(W,) c p-‘(q) c P-‘(&J c us, = u u, 
WCS, 
Since p-’ (vs,) is closed in the normal space 2, the finite open cover {U, ] LY E S_,} 
of p-‘(vs7) can be shrunk to {Vz’ I cy E S,}. Hence, 
p-‘(&J c u V? c: u @ c u u, 
aES, aES, DES, 
Let T be the root of the delta system. Since, for each yl,y2 E A such that y1 # y2, 
S,, fl S,, = r, it follows that 
p-‘( [vnmS(d))\ ( u u y?) c u u v2 c u u,. 
~EA~ES~\T TEA aEr aEr 
As P-’ ([h “P s(q))) \ (&A U&S,\r V$“) is closed in the normal space 2, its finite 
open cover {U, 1 CY E T-} can be shrunk to {V, 1 a E r-}. 
Note that the family {S, \ T I y E A} p 1s airwise disjoint, hence each &?, for y E A 
and CI E S, \ T, depends only on cr. So, let V,“’ = V, for y E A and cy E S, \ r. 
For each o E p \ UyEA S,, let V, = 0. Then, 
{ 
v, = v,“y I cy E u s, \ T 
I 
U{VaI~Er}U V,ICYEP\ (J s, 
TEA { -YEA > 
= {Va I a E p} 
is a partial shrinking of U = {Ua I cr E p} covering the subspace p-’ ([yll, 3) n S(q)). 
There is, by Lemma 3.2, a finite subcollection {I&‘, I 1 < j < m} of W covering 
[q, yn]. For each j, 1 6 j < m, fix one S = Sj in [P]<~ such that W’j C Vs3. Then, 
[cl,YJ c ij w, c /j vs, c iljQ 2 iljP#(U&). 
j=I 3=1 j=l j=l 
SO, 
P-‘(bLYn1) c: ijP-yPwsJ c ilj us, = rj u u,. 
j=l j=l j=l LYES 3 
Since the set p-‘([q, yn]) is closed in the normal space 2, its finite open cover {U, 1 
(Y E U,“=, S,} can be shrunk to {Vd, I (Y E Uy=“=, Sj}. 
For each cr E p \ U,“=, S,, let V, = 0. 
Then, {Vd, 1 Q E p} is a partial shrinking of U covering p-’ ([q, ~~~1). 
For each (Y E p, let 0: = V, U VA. Then, the family (0; ] (Y E p} is a partial 
shrinking of U covering p-‘([q, +) n S(q)). 
Similarly, there is a partial shrinking {Pi 1 Q E p} of 24 covering p-‘((t, q] n S(q)). 
So, for each (Y E p, let V2 = 0; U P,“. Therefore, {V,” 1 a E p} is a partial shrinking 
of U covering the subspace p-’ (S(q)). 0 
Corollary 3.5. Let Z be a pefect preimage of S, where S is a stationary subset of a 
regular uncountable cardinal. If Z is normal, then it is shrinking. 
The following theorem from [l] is used in the proof below. 
Theorem 3.6 (Balogh, Rudin). Every open cover of a monotonically normal space X 
has a o-disjoint open partial refinement W such that X \ U W is the union of a discrete 
family of closed subsets each homeotnorphic to some stationary subset of a regular 
uncountable cardinal. 
Theorem 3.7. Let Z be a perfect preimage of a monotonically normal space X. If Z is 
normal, then it is shrinking. 
Proof. Let p: Z + X be a perfect map of the normal space Z onto a monotonically 
normal space X. Let U = {Ue / u: E p} be an open cover of Z. 
For S E [P]<~ let US = lJcvES U,, and let U’ = {Us / S E [pliW} be the closure of 
U with respect to finite unions. 
As the map p is perfect, 
PYU’) = {PVS) I s E M’“} 
is an open cover of the monotonically normal, hence shrinking, space X, where, for each 
s E [II]‘“, 
P”(Ks) = X \ P(Z \ Us). 
Let {VS j S E [p]‘“} b e a shrinking of p#(U’). Let W be a a-disjoint open partial 
refinement of {V. ] S E [PI’“} such that X \ U W is the union of a discrete family 
{Fo I /3 E A} of closed subsets each homeomorphic to a stationary subset of a regular 
uncountable cardinal. 
It follows from Corollary 3.5 that, for each @ E X, p-‘(Fo), being normal, is shrinking. 
Let, for each p E X, {Vt / cy E p} be a partial shrinking of U = {U, 1 a E p} 
covering the subset p-‘(Fp). 
Note that {p-‘(Fp) 1 p E A} IS a discrete family of closed subsets of Z, hence, for 
each CY E p, 
{Vi nP-‘($) I P E A> 
is a discrete family of closed subsets of Z, such that 
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Since U,,x(Vt n p-‘(Fp)) is closed in the normal space 2, there is an open subset 
Vk of 2 such that 
The collection {VA / a E ,u} is a partial shrinking of U covering UflEAp-‘(F~). 
Let 
G= Z\ u VA. 
QEP 
Note that p(G) is a closed subset of X and p(G) C U W. 
The idea in obtaining a partial shrinking of U = {U, 1 ct E p} covering the subset G 
of 2 is to decompose the closed subset p(G) of X into countably many discrete families 
{Gy 1 y E A,}, for n E w, of closed subsets of X such that, for each n E w and each 
y E A,, p-‘(G;) is shrinking. 
Let W = lJnEw W,, where, for each n E w, W, = {IV,” ( y E A,} is a pairwise 
disjoint open family. 
For each n E w, let IV, = lJyEX, W,“. The collection {IV, 1 n E w} is an open cover 
of the shrinking subset p(G). Let (0, ) n E w} be a partial shrinking of {W, I n E w} 
covering p(G). 
For each n E w, 
G,,=p(G)n&cW,= u WY”. 
-YEA, 
Since, for each n E w, {WY” I y E A,} is a pairwise disjoint open family, it follows that, 
for each y E A,, W,” is closed in W,. But then, for each y E A,, Gy = G, n Wy” is 
closed in G,, and hence closed in X. 
Consider, for each n E w, the collection {Gy” I y E A,}. 
If II: E X is such that z E W,, then 5 E WT for some y E A,, and _wy” intersects at 
most Gq. If x E X is such that x # W,, then x E X \ On, and X \ 0, intersects no 
element of {Gy” I y E A,}. 
Therefore, for each n E w, {Gy” 1 y E A,} is a discrete family of closed subsets of X. 
For each n E w and each y E A,, fix one S = ST E [PI<“ such that 
G; c W; c VsT 2 Vs; c #(Us,). 
Then, 
G np-‘((2;) c P-’ (P#(%,-)) c US; = U u,. 
c&s,” 
Since G np-’ (G,“) is closed in the normal space 2, its finite open cover {U, ) a E ST} 
can be shrunk to {V:” I LY E Sy”}. But then, for each n E w and each (Y E p 
{Gnp-‘(G;) nV2 1 7 E A,,} 
is a discrere family, and 
Since UTEX,, (G n p-‘(Gq) Ti 0:‘) is closed in the normal space 2, there is an open 
subset Vz of 2 such that 
But then, {Vz / cy E /I and n E w} is an open cover of G such that, for each CII E p and 
each n E w, v: C: U,. It follows (see [2]) that there is a partial shrinking (Vz / cy c p} 
of U covering G. For each a: E p, let Vcz = VA U Vl. Then {V, 1 CA E p} is a shrinking 
of the open cover 24 of 2. 0 
Corollary 3.8. Let X be a monotonically normal space and let C be any compact space. 
The product X x C is shrinking ifs it is normal. 
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